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Abstract
In this thesis, we derive the asymptotic expansion of the Kiihler-Einstein metrics
on certain quasi-projective varieties, which can be compactified by adding a divi-
sor with simple normal crossings. The weighted Cheng-Yau Hilder spaces and the
log-filtrations based on the bounded geometry are introduced to characterize the
asymptotics. We first develop the analysis of the Monge-Ampere operators on these
weighted spaces. We construct a family of linear elliptic operators which can be viewed
as certain conjugacies of the specially linearized Monge-Ampbre operators. We de-
rive a theorem of Fredholm alternative for such elliptic operators by the Schauder
theory and Yau's generalized maximum principle. Together these results derive the
isomorphism theorems of the Monge-Ampbre operators, which imply that the Monge-
Ampere operators preserve the log-filtration of the Cheng-Yau Holder ring.
Next, by choosing a canonical metric on the submanifold, we construct an initial
Kidhler metric on the quasi-projective manifold such that the unique solution of the
Monge-Ampere equation belongs to the weighted -1 Cheng-Yau H6lder ring. More-
over, we generalize the Fefferman's operator to act on the volume forms and obtain an
iteration formula. Finally, with the aid of the isomorphism theorems and the iteration
formula we derive the desired asymptotics from the initial metric. Furthermore, we
prove that the obtained asymptotics is canonical in the sense that it is independent
of the extensions of the canonical metric on the submanifold.
Thesis Supervisor: Shing-Tung Yau
Title: Professor of Mathematics, Harvard University
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Chapter 1
Introduction
On a complex manifold M of dimension n, a volume form IF is a smooth positive
(n, n) form. In a local coordinate neighborhood Ua with holomorphic coordinates
Z = (...z (n),
, = f 2 ( dzcj A d, ) .
j=1
where (, is a positive C°° function. Then the Ricci form Ric IF associated to I is the
real (1, 1) form given locally by
Ric F = ddc log (.
It follows that Ric I is globally defined on M and that Ric I = cl (KM), where KM
is the canonical bundle.
We define the generalized Fefferman operator J by
() = (Ric )n
where I is a volume form. Let MI = ePI. Then we have the following iteration
formula
J(W) = MRicF(o)J(F), (1.1)
9
where
MRic'I(O)= (Ric+1ddc)n e-9(Ric I')n
which is the Monge-Ampere operator associated to Ric i. It follows from the defini-
tion that J(q,) = 1 if and only if MRic(qOp) = 1/J().
Let M be a complex manifold. A divisor D on M is said to have normal crossings
if locally D is given by an equation
Zl 1 'Zk = 
where (zl,...,z,) are local holomorphic coordinates on M. Moreover, if each ir-
reducible component of D is smooth, then we shall say that D has simple normal
crossings.
Let M be a compact complex manifold and D be a divisor in M with simple
normal crossings. We impose the positivity condition
KV+ [D] > 0. (1.2)
Then a theorem of Carlson-Griffiths [4] assures that there exists a volume form Q on
M M \ D such that Ric Q > 0 on M, and (M, Ric (Q) is a complete Kihler manifold
with negative Ricci curvature.
This theorem provides an initial metric w - Ric 2, which can be deformed to the
canonical Kiihler-Einstein metric on M. In fact, this was first addressed by Yau [39],
and later on by Cheng-Yau [8], R. Kobayashi [21], H. Tsuji [34], Tian-Yau [33] and
Bando [1]. It follows that M possesses a unique complete Kiihler-Einstein metric of
constant negative Ricci curvature -1.
In this thesis, we derive the asymptotic expansion of the Khler-Einstein metrics
near a simple normal crossing divisor D. In order to characterize the asymptotics,
we introduce the weighted Cheng-Yau H61der rings and the associated filtrations
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based on the bounded geometry. We first develop the analysis of the Monge-Ampbre
operators on these weighted spaces. We derive certain isomorphism theorems for
the Monge-Ampbre operators and their linearizations. These results imply that the
Monge-Ampbre operators and the Laplacians preserve the log-filtration of the Cheng-
Yau Holder ring up to infinite weight.
Second, we construct certain initial volume form which can be used to approximate
the canonical volume form in a nice way. This construction depends on the existence
of a canonical metric on the smooth subvariety. Third, by the initial volume form
and the iteration formula (1.1) we can derive a formal asymptotics of the Kihler-
Einstein volume form; then, by the isomorphism theorems we prove that the formal
asymptotics is indeed the real asymptotics. Furthermore, we prove that the obtained
asymptotics is canonical in the sense that it is independent of the extensions of the
canonical metric on the subvariety.
The plan of this thesis consists in starting from deriving the asymptotics in the
special case to make it easier for the reader to comprehend what is going on before
treating the more involved simple normal crossing case. The whole machinery deriving
in the smooth case is generalized in a less trivial way to the difficulties arise from the
higher codimensional situations. Also, the proof of canonicity requires some further
development of the analysis on the bounded geometry.
In Chapter 2, we establish the basic setting, the bounded geometry and the
weighted Cheng-Yau Holder spaces, which are essential for our geometric analysis.
We first recall the notions of local quasi-coordinate map, bounded geometry, and the
Cheng-Yau Holder spaces in the first section. Then in Section 2.2 we introduce the
weighted Cheng-Yau Holder rings and the associated filtrations, which will be used
to characterize the asymptotics. Furthermore, we define the differential forms over
the weighted rings, which is convenient for the later analysis.
In Chapter 3 we derive the asymptotics in the case of complement of a smooth
divisor D. Section 3.1 establishes the isomorphism theorems for both the Monge-
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Ampere operator M, and its linearizations. To do this, we first linearize M, as
certain negative Laplacian A, by fixing the Cheng-Yau solution u. Then we construct
a family of linear elliptic operators which can be viewed as certain conjugacies of
A, - 1. By the Schauder theory and Yau's generalized maximum principle we derive
a theorem of Fredholm alternative for such elliptic operators, which, in turn, imply
the isomorphism theorems.
In section 3.2, the Cheng-Yau solution u of the Monge-Ampbre equation
Mo(u) = J(O)- (1.3)
can be characterized by the weighted -1 Holder ring Rl(M). This is achieved by
a careful construction of the initial metric, which depends on a canonical metric on
the smooth divisor D. This characterization result, followed immediately from the
isomorphism theorem for M,, is independent of the extension of the canonical metric.
In section 3.3, a formal asymptotics is derived by the perturbation method based on
the iteration formula (1.1). The crucial part is to prove that this formal asymptotics
is the real asymptotics, which is achieved by the isomorphism theorems derived in
Section 3.1
In Chapter 4, The whole machinery used in the previous chapter are generalized
to derive the asymptotics near a divisor with simple normal crossings. More pre-
cisely, we obtain the asymptotics of KAhler-Einstein volume form near the complete
intersections of the irreducible components of the divisor. In Section 4.1 we establish
the isomorphism theorems on the homogeneous weighted Cheng-Yau H6lder spaces
with respect to an index subset I, which is essential in the proof of asymptotics in
the simple normal crossing case. Moreover, our isomorphism theorems are formulated
and proved in a much general form, which, we believe, should have interests of their
own.
The construction of initial volume forms in Section 4.2 is less trivial than that of
the smooth case. In fact, we study the construction from the viewpoint of "moduli
12
spaces"; namely, we consider MI and M1, 1i,, the families of the initial volume forms
which satisfy the adjunction formula, and the formula plus certain metric restriction
condition, respectively. The latter condition is useful in characterizing the canonicity
of the asymptotics. We essentially present two ways to extend the canonical metric
on the higher codimensional subvariety: One can be done by direct calculations, while
the other way is to use the metric extension theorem (see Theorem 7), which should
also have interests of its own.
Finally, together the results in the previous sections and the iteration formula,
Section 4.3 derives the canonical asymptotics near the complete intersection. Namely,
given Q E MI, the Kaihler-Einstein volume form QK-E = eQ on M has the following
canonical asymptotic expansion near the complete intersection DI:
K-E (  +° )t (1.4)
where ( E R(M) for each r E (Z' x 0). The asymptotics is canonical in the the
following sense: Let Q E MI,-I for a given 7HI. If (1.4) is derived in terms of another
Q' E MI,H1 , and coefficients {)'}rEZ+ x0. Then
u'- E ~,oo(M)
odr-t E0 CRI,oo(M), Vr E Z+ X 0.
Our work may be viewed as the counterpart of Fefferman [14] and Lee-Melrose's
asymptotics [23] on the pseudoconvex domain in Cn. The background of their work
refers to Fefferman's papers [13], [14], [15], [2], and Cheng-Yau [7]. See also J. Bland
[3], R. Graham [17], K. Hirachi [20] and the references therein for the further develop-
ment of the asymptotic geometry in the pseudoconvex domains and Cauchy-Riemann
manifolds.
In the special case of a smooth divisor, certain initial results and applications were
obtained by Schumacher [31] and [32]. His main result is equivalent to u E Rr(M)
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with 0 < r < 1 undetermined, which is, however, less precise. Indeed the accurate
weight, r = 1, is crucial for deriving the asymptotics, as seen in section 3.3. Also,
his method, repeating the process of continuity method, does not give information on
the higher order terms of the asymptotics.
Our work settles the case of simple normal crossing divisor. The approach was
motivated by [23] and [22]. Indeed, we obtained a formal asymptotic expansion in
terms of the log-filtration even before noticing [31] and [32]. The theorem of Fredholm
alternative derived in Section 3.1 enable us to prove the isomorphism theorems on
Cheng-Yau Holder spaces up to infinite weight. These, in turn, imply that the formal
asymptotics is the real asymptotics, which is furthermore canonical.
Our asymptotics near the simple normal crossings divisor can be viewed as a
higher dimensional generalization of Nevanlinna's classic result on pl \ {(l,... , p I
_ > 3} (see [28, p. 249-250].), which played a fundamental role in the second main
theorem of Nevanlinna theory. Hence, it is natural to expect that our work could
have applications to modern Nevanlinna theory, which, in turn, has applications to
analytic geometry (see, for example, [4], [9], and [19]).
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Chapter 2
Bounded Geometry
In this chapter, we will establish our basic setting, the bounded geometry and the
Cheng-Yau H6lder spaces. These notions were introduced in [7], [8] and [33]. We
will recall the definitions in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2 we consider the initial volume
form and the associated initial metric, which can be deformed to the Kihler-Einstein
metric. Furthermore, to characterize the asymptotics, we introduce the weighted
Ching-Yau Hlder rings and the associated filtrations, which will be used extensively
in the next chapters.
2.1 Quasi-coordinate map and bounded geometry
Let X be an n-dimensional complex manifold. Recall that the notion of quasi-
coordinate is given as follows.
Definition 1. Let V C Cn be an open set. A holomorphic map 0: V -+ X n is called
a quasi-coordinate map if rankp(d) = n for every p E V. In this case, (V, 0) is
called a local quasi-coordinate of X.
Next, the bounded geometry is defined below in terms of a system of local quasi-
coordinates.
Definition 2. Given a complete Kihler manifold (X,w). We say that (X, w) has
bounded geometry of order m + /1, where m E Z+, and E [0, 1), if there exists a
15
system of quasi-coordinates V = {(V,, f)} such that
1. X = Un 0b(V~), and each x E X is centered at some V,;
2. For each r7, 1/2 < radius of V < 1;
3. There exist constant C and Am such that, for each rj, if we write
;(W) 2 E g,idz' A dOj ,
2ir ij=1
then
o <c-'(Jj) < (g,, i) < C(6ij),
[Ig.7iJ[cm-,(v, ) - sup971p1l9ll---- m vPq lgq?'ij CI(V7) <A,.
Based on the bounded geometry, the Cheng-Yau's H6lder spaces are defined as
follows:
Definition 3. Fix a quasi-coordinate system V = {(V,, S,7)} with (1), (2), and (3)
stated in Definition 2. For k E Z+, c E [0, 1), define the norm Ij k,a on C°°(X) by
lIUllk, = SUp {jll;(U)lick,-(V)}.
Define
Ck,'(X) = the completion of {u E C°(X); Iulllk,a < +oo0 with respect to [1 -Jk,c-
Define the Cheng- Yau Hilder ring by
R(X)= n
k>O, O<a<l1
Cka(X).
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2.2 Weighted Cheng-Yau H6lder rings and the as-
sociated filtrations
Let M be a compact complex manifold and D = -P= Di be a simple normal divisor,
where the irreducible components Di are smooth and intersect transversely. Denote
M = M \ D. Suppose KM + [D] > 0. Let si E H°(M, O([Di])) be the holomorphic
section defining Di. Then by the theorem of Carlson and Griffiths, there exists a CO
volume form V on M such that
V
- p (2.1)
f-[l=1 sil 2 (log Isi12)2
is a volume on M satisfying the following properties:
(i) Ric f > 0 on M, and (M, Ric Q) is a complete KAhler manifold with finite
volume;
(ii) there is a positive constant C such that
C- 1 < J(Q) < C on M. (2.2)
Such a volume form Q is called an initial volume form. Denote
w = Ric Q
P P
= WK + 2 E aolwci + 2 E a 2 doi A dCoi,
i=l i=l
where
WK = Ric (n 1
Wci = -ddcai.
It is well known that (M, w) has a system of local quasi-coordinates (V,, 0,) with
bounded geometry of order infinity. (See, for example, [8], [33] or [21].)
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Denote by R+ and Z+ the sets of nonnegative real numbers and nonnegative
integers, respectively; denote Rm (R+)m and Zm - (Z+)m for each m E N. For
r = (r,. . , rp) E RP with Irl - rl + + rp, denote by
f-r = T-r .. .a-rp.
Then the weighted Cheng-Yau Hlder spaces r-rCk,'(M) are the Banach spaces
defined as usual. For each I E N, the homogeneous weighted space EIrl= l o-rCka(M)
is defined as a normed linear subspace of Ck',(M). Similarly, let
T.(M) = a-rR(M), Vr E Rp.
Moreover, denote by 71(M) the J(M)-module of differential 1-forms on M; namely,
for each 1-form p E 7Z(M), there exist constants Aw,k, k E Z+, such that if, for each
local quasi-coordinate (V, 0,7),
0*(f) = fidv' + g3df,
then
Ilfillck,a(v.) <• A.,k, 119g11ick(v.) •< A,k, Va E (0, 1).
Note that Z1(M) is a subset of A'(M), the set of smooth 1-forms on M. Let
lZ(M) = AkR1l(M), Vm E N.
Similarly, denote by RPq(M) the module of (p, q)-forms on M over the ring 1(M). In
particular, it follows from the definition that w E R1 1"(M). Furthermore, a (p, q)-form
so on M belongs to RPq(M) if and only if
(p) - (M). (2.3)CWn
18
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We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the Kihler-Einstein metric near
the (nonempty) complete intersections,
DI = Dk n r.. n Dk,
where the index set
I=(il,...,ik C 1,...,p}
satisfies that
Dj n DI =0, Vj I.
It is convenient to denote by I all such index subsets. By the definition of simple
normal crossing, each DI, I E I, is a smooth subvariety of codimension III, 1 < III <
n, but is not necessary connected. Write
DI = EDI
where each DI is a connected component. So, more precisely, we are interested in the
asymptotics near each connected component DI.
To characterize the asymptotics, we introduce the weighted Cheng-Yau Hlder
rings associated to DI, I = {i1,..., ik} E I, as below:
Rt(M) = ,r 7(M), Vt E R+.
RIoo(M) = n iz,t(M),
t>o
where the weight function
TI- ( E a-2)1/2
iEl
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They are all ideals of R(M). Moreover, it follows from the definition that, for each
I E N,
RI,1I(M) = (E at ')'R(M)
iEI
= E a-rIr(M)
jrIj=l
where
-r = I ri
iEI
Furthermore, we can also define the differential forms over the weighted Cheng-Yau
H6lder rings as follows:
RI k (M) = kRm(M),
R (M) nRk(M)k>O
k>O
Ro(M) - InPI(M),
(M)- = n RP,*(M)-
k>O
V m, k, p, q E Z+,
By the definitions and (2.3) we have
Aw(RI,k(M)) C RI,k(M), A.(RPIk(M)) C RI,k(M), Vm, k,p,q E Z+.
The similar results also hold for the Cheng-Yau Hlder rings with infinite weight.
Any sequence of non-decreasing numbers tj}jEN C R+ give rise to a filtration of
R(M):
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r = (j, .. , ik) E Z
IZ,t-(M) D Bit (M) D RiIt (M) D ... 
Now we consider the log-filtration {lZI,k(M)}kEZ+ of R(M). Define the graded Cheng-
Yau Holder Ring RG(M) associated to the log-filtration by
IG (M) = {u E 7Z(M) there exist a multiple sequence
{ bir E rZ, ri = O if i I},
00
where not all Or are zero, such that u - r r. a
Let
SR ,k(M)- = n S Ik(M), k E N.
In the special case that D is smooth, we have
RZI,t(M) = Rt(M) = a-tZ(M), Vt E R+,
where
a = log Isl2,
in which s E H°(M, O[D]) defines D. In this case, Tlk(M)ksZ+ gives rise to the log-
filtration of 7Z(M). Similarly, we have the graded Cheng-Yau H61lder ings 1Zk(M)
for each k E Z+. We will first derive the asymptotics in this special case, which is
the content of the next chapter.
21
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Chapter 3
Smooth Divisor Case
In this chapter, we will derive the asymptotic expansion of Kihler-Einstein metric in
the case of complement of a smooth divisor. The approach consists of three parts:
The first part is to establish the isomorphism theorems for both the Monge-Ampbre
operator and its linearizations. Second, construct certain initial volume form which
can approximate the Kahler-Einstein volume form in a nice way. Finally, by the initial
volume form and the iteration formula we derive the asymptotics, which is proved to
be the real asymptotics by the isomorphism theorems .
Indeed, in the following section the isomorphism theorems are stated and proved
in a much general form, which, we believe, should have interests of their own.
3.1 Isomorphism theorems
Let M be a compact complex manifold and D be a smooth divisor. Denote M =
M \ D. Suppose KM + [D] > 0. Let s E H°(M, O([D])) is a holomorphic section
defining D. Then there exists a COO volume form V on M such that
V
s= 2 log 2 Is 2 (3.1)
23
is an initial volume form on M. (See (i) and (ii) in Chapter 2.) Denote w = Ric (Q),
and a = log s112. Then
W = WK + 2a-1lw + 2cr-2 doa A dCo,
in which
WK = Ric (V/lS12 ) > 0,
c = -ddCo E cl([DI).
Let Cka(M), k > 0 and a E (0, 1), be the Cheng-Yau H61lder spaces formed by
the local quasi-coordinates. Then we have the first isomorphism theorem as follows:
Theorem 1. Fix an arbitrary r E R+, k > 0 and a E (0,1). For each F E
a-rCka(M), let u E Ck+2",(M) be the unique Cheng-Yau solution of
(w + ddu) -u F (3.2)M" I(u) e =e (3.2)
1
w < w + ddcu < Cw, C > 0. (3.3)C
Then u E a-rCk+2,a(M).
Proof of Theorem 1. (3.2) implies that
u + F = log (w + ddcu)n
Wn
Let t = w + tddcu. Then it follows that
u + F = log )]dt
= 1 (nwn- A ddcu d
i.e., we can view the Monge-Ampkre equation (3.2) as the following "linear" equation:
(Au - 1)u = F,
24
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where
here (v, i s (nWt A ddCv) dt
Therefore, it suffices to show that
Vv E C 2 (M). (3.4)
A,-1: a-rCk+2'(M) t a- Ck'(M)
is an isomorphism for all r > 0, k > 0 and a E (0, 1).
Observe that (3.3) implies
VtE [0, 1],
(3.5)
(3.6)
which assures that A,- 1 is uniformly elliptic in each local quasi-coordinate. It follows
from Yau's generalized maximum principle and Schauder theory that
Au-1: Ck+2 '°(M) Ca(M)
is an isomorphism for all k > 0 and a E (0, 1). Now we want to construct a linear
operator
Vk > 0, a E (0, 1), (3.7)
which is uniformly elliptic in each local quasi-coordinate chart, and such that the
following diagram commutes:
Ck+, (M) .- -rCk+2(M ) i Ck+2,(M)
(3.8)
(In this paper the map i stands for the inclusion unless indicate)
Assume that (3.8) is true and that L,r is an isomorphism; then the proof is
25
Lu,r Ck+2,a(M) Ck,a(M),
[t1C + (1 - t)] W < Wt . [Ct + (1 - t)] J,
cka(M) ,,-r a-rckla(M am -e C'aM
finished since (3.8) will give rise to the following commutative diagram:
Ck+2 ,a(M) ° -rCk+2,a(M)
Lu,r | U-1 (3.9)
Ck (M) ,-r -rCka(M
Therefore, it remains to construct an isomorphism Lu,r such that (3.8) holds. Now
for each v E Ck'a(M), k > 0 and ao E (0, 1), we define
L,,(v) ar(Au-l)( -v).,r(V) -
= Auv - 2r-1 Hu(a, v) + c.,r v,
where
H(f, g) (nw- Adf Adcg) d (3.10)
and
Cu,r--' u(o ) -1,
= ra-A/(-a) + r(r + 1)-2Hu,(a, )- 1.
It is easy to show a-l'H(a, ) and c.,r are well defined in each local quasi-coordinate
chart (V,, {vl,. . . vn}), r E (0, 1). Indeed, it suffices to check that a-1do and a-2 dA
dCa are well defined. For a coordinate neighborhood (U, {z1,... , zn}) of p E D with
U D V,7, assume that Dn u = {zl = 0} and that
IS12 = I 12eU, u E COO(U).
Then by definition one has
1+ _
Z1 = el -n - 1
z = v, j = 2,...,n,
for all 0 < Ivl < R < 1 and O < vJl < 1, j = 2,..., n, where R E (1/2, 1) is a fixed
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number independent of r. These imply that
dzl 7l--1 dvl
zlloglz' 2 V1 -1 1 - 2'
and so
dz' A dz2
Izl12 log 2 Iz 12 =
dvl A dv'
(1 - vll2) 2 '
for all 0 < vlI < R < 1. Therefore, we have showed that Lu,r is uniformly elliptic in
each local quasi-coordinate chart and satisfies (3.8).
Next to show that Lu,, is an isomorphism. First, observe that there exists a con-
stant Kr > 0 such that
sup Cu,, < Kr.
Indeed, one can do the estimate more precisely as follows: On the one hand there
exists a constant A > 0 such that
-AWK < Wc < AWK.
We can choose the norm I of s sufficiently small such that
2A 11+- >c72
Then
AU (^) = 1 ,tnw- A (-w,) dt
< A 1 nw - 1A K dt
_< A~~,t
(3.11)
n-1 AWKdtdtWn
< 2AnC, C c--C > 0.C-1
Hence,
r(--')/Au(o) < r2A nC
-'
C1< nr 2.
2
27
<I t/e + (1 - t)d
On the other hand, (3.6) implies that
nun-l A 2a-2da A dca
n
Wt
1
"I
ncn - l A 2a- 2da A dca
- t/C + (1 - t)
nwn - l A 2a- 2 do A dCa
n
Wn
1
l+fb'
(WK + 2or-lw) n > 
- n(wK + 2ua-lw)n- A 2- 2da A dca
1 1 dt
2a-2NH(a' ) 1 +fb t + (1 - t)
< C- C1.
Kr = r(r + 1) + C > 0;
2 2
sup Cu,r < Kr- 1.
M
Second, we have the following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.1. LK -- L,r - Kr : Ck+2'a(M) , Cka(M) is an isomorphism for all
k > O0 and a E (0,1).
Proof of Lemma 3.1. This proof is similar to Cheng- Yau's in (f7]). The uniqueness
of LK follows immediately from Yau's generalized maximum principle ([7, p.516]).
The existence can be done as follows: Since (M, w) is a complete manifold, we can
choose a sequence of relatively compact domains Bj}j° to exhaust M. The stan-
dard Schauder theory (see, for example, Gilbarg-Trudinger[16, p.1 07].) implies the
28
Write
in which
Hence,
(3.12)
Let
therefore, we have
(3.13)
_ --------·1-··1111-·
following Direchlet problem:
LKv = f, on Bj;
v = O, on &B j .
has a unique solution vj E Ck+2'( Bj ). It follows from (3.13) and the usual maximum
principle that
sup IvI sup  < sup fl, Vj E N.
RT M
Then the standard interior Schauder estimates (see, for example, [16, p.93].) ap-
plied to the local quasi-coordinates show that a subsequence of {vj} converges to
v E Ck+2'"(M), which satisfies
LKV = f on M,
|IVllk+2, . < Ilflk,,-
This proves lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Let Lu,r defined as in (3.7), then either
1. the homogeneous problem
Lu,r = O
has nontrivial solutions, which form a finite dimensional subspace of Ck+2,"( M);
or,
2. the inhomogeneous problem
Lu,rV = f
has a unique Ck+2,a(M) solution for all f E Cka(M).
For a proof of Lemma 3.2 we are going to make use of the standard Fredholm
alternative for compact linear mapping:
Theorem (Fredholm alternative for compact linear mapping). Let V be a
normed linear space and T: V -- V be a compact linear mapping. Then either
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1. ker(I - T) (0)}, and dimker(I - T) < oo; or
2. I - T: V -- V is a linear isomorphism.
See, for example, [16, p. 76], for a proof.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. By definition
L.,r = LK + Kr.
It follows from Lemma 1 that LK has a bounded inverse
L-·: Ck,a(M) k+2,a(M).
Now for any f E Cka(M), L,rv = f is equivalent to
+ K L-'v = L-f.K KJ (3.14)
We claim that L 1 : Ck,a(M) - Cka(M) is a bounded compact linear operator.
Indeed, this follows from the Ascoli-Arzela theorem and the following commutative
diagram:
C (M) ff Ck+2 (M)
i
L-1K
Ck,a(M)
Therefore, by the above theorem of Fredholm alternative, either
v + KrLklv = (3.15)
has nontrivial solutions which form a finite dimensional subspace of Ck,a(M); or, for
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+2(M)
each f E Cka(M), there exists a unique v E Cka(M) such that
v + KLKl = f. (3.16)
Note that (3.15) implies that v = -KrLlv E Ck+2 'ta(M), and so
ker Lu,, = ker(I + KrLk1).
If ker L,, = {O}, then for each f E Cka(M), LKlf E Ck+2 'a(M) C Ck'a(M), there
is a unique v E Cka(M) satisfies (3.14), which in turn implies that v E Ck+2ac(M)
and that L,,v = f. This finishes the proof of Lemma 2.
Finally, note that (3.8) implies ker L,,r = {O}. This together with Lemma 2 show
that Lu,, is an isomorphism. Therefore, the proof of Theorem 1 is completed.
[]
Similarly we also have the following isomorphism theorem of linear version.
Theorem 2. Fix an arbitrary r E R+. Let w, = w + ddCu satisfy 1w < wu C for
some C > 0, where u E (M). We have the following commutative diagram:
a-rCk+2,a,(M) , ,-r Ck,a(M)
Ck+2,(M) -1 Ck,a(M)Ck+2 '"(M) C",R(M)
where AWU is the negative Laplacian with respect to the metric wu, and : stands for
the homeomorphism of the Banach spaces.
The proof is similar but easier. So we omit it here.
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3.2 Characterization of Cheng-Yau solution
Recall the weighted Cheng-Yau H6lder rings R,(M), r > 0, introduced in Chapter 2:
R(M) = n Ck,(M)
k>O, O<ct<l
is the Cheng-Yau H61lder ring. For each r E R+,
Zr(M) = O-r(M)
is defined to be the weighted -r H61der ring, which is an ideal in 7Z(M). Then any
sequence of non-decreasing numbers {rj} 1=l C R+ give rise to a filtration of R(M):
RT, (M) D 7r 2(M) D , 3(M) D - .
Now before carrying out the asymptotic expansion, we give a precise characterization
of the Cheng-Yau solution by aid of theorem 1.
Theorem 3. If D C M is a smooth divisor, then one can choose a canonical metric
on D such that the Cheng-Yau solution of
M,,(u) = J(Q)-l, (3.17)
1
1w < wu < Cw, C > . (3.18)C
is in 7Z1(M).
Proof of Theorem 3. It suffices to construct an initial volume form f on M such
that
log J(Q) E R1 (M).
Given any volume V on M and a metric h on the line bundle [D], give rise to a
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metric on Ki + [D]. Without loss of generality, suppose the curvature form
-Ric ( ) > 0.
Then by the adjunction formula the pull back
cl(KD) i*(w) > 0.
It follows from Yau's solution of Calabi conjecture ([38]) that there exists a function
OPD on D unique up to a constant such that
WK-E,D - i*(W) + ddC pD
is the Kihler-Einstein metric on D with the Einstein constant -1. Now extend pOD
to M by setting
> 0,
where X : R - R is a cut-off function with X - 1 on [-1, 1] and vanishes outside
[-2, 2], such that
w + ddccp > 0
on M. Now by adding Wo a constant we get that
(etg/h) I{z=O _
det(gD,)
where we write
n
j=1
WK-E,D - E
2<i,j<n
9,i 3 (2V =dz'
Let V = eV. Then we define the initial volume form Q2 as in (3.1).
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1
2n!'
and
(3.19)
( 27r A di).
A d ).
cP X J 12 cD,
Recall that
w =WK + 2-1w. + 2- 2do A da
Then
n-1
wn = (1 + kfk)(l + fb) nw - 1 A
k=1
2 k( n-1) Wn-k- A wk A 2a- 2da A dCa
wn-l A 2U- 2da A dco.
, k=1,
and fb is defined in (3.12). Then
_ (Ric Q)n
WnS 2 log 2 1S12
V
n-1
= fo(1 + E f - k)(1 + fb),
k=l
2nwn - 1 A Is 2 dlog 1sl2 A dClog Is12
V
fo - 1 E nr(M), Vr> 1. (3.20)
In local coordinate {U, (z',. ... ,zn), set D n U = {zl = o0}. Write
Isl2 = Izl12 eu, u C°(U);
V = i-fl j dzJ d ,
j=i
y = 5e' > 0.
WK = R-i dzi A d j .
Then straightforward computations show that
2n! fo = (R1i + zlRliui + .Rlju + zlz2RiUiU),
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where
fk =
U-22da A doa,
- 1.
where
fo =
So it suffices to show that
> 0.
-I------ --- - --
.. ,n
where RI3Rk3 = bij det(Rpq) and Uk -- " . Denote
H = 7e-u.
It follows that
R1 = det oz H2j l g  
= det 2((zi logHjzj=o}) )> + zB + + (Iz2).
where B e C°°(U). Therefore, to prove (3.20) it suffices to prove that for each r > 1
the Ck,a(U) norm of
a2 \\
aiazj logH Iz=o) )ij>2
H{]zl=o} -
is uniformly bounded. This, however, follows immediately from the above construction
(3.19). We have also shown that the conclusion u e iR1(M) is independent of the
extension of W-1ED to M.
Remark 1. The reader is refer to Schumacher [31] for another way to construct the
initial volume form.
3.3 Asymptotic expansions
Recall that the graded Cheng-Yau Hdlder ring 1ZG(M) associated to the log-filtration
{j (M) }o 0 is given by
TZG(M) = {u E R(M) I there exist a sequence {bj ,} 0=o, where
not all Vbj are zero, such that for each N E N, (3.21)
N
u - E iQj-j E RN+1 (M)- )
j=o
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(log I ZI 2)r _
Note that a - E RG(M), but IsI', IslA(logs12)A ¢ RG(M), where a, /3, A and
E R+. Let
7ZG(M) = RG(M) n Rj(M), j E N.
Denote Lj = Lo,j in (3.7), i.e.,
Lj(v) = A(v) - 2ja-1 H (o, v) + cjv, j E N, (3.22)
where A,, is the negative Laplacian with respect to the metric w,
H(f)-- nw-1 A df A d C(M)H.(f, g)= w fd f, g (M);
cj = ja-IA"(-a) + j(j + 1)a-2H,(a, a) - 1.
Now we derive the desired asymptotic expansion in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. With the assumptions in theorem 3, the Cheng- Yau solution u of (3.17)
is in lZG(M). More precisely, there exists a sequence {bj} 1 C RZ(M) such that for
any N E N,
N
u - ZE ja-iERN+,(M)
j=1
where each pj satisfies
Lj(Vj) = Fj, j E N, (3.23)
in which
2n(n - 1)w A c A 2dAdC
V
and Fj E 7Z(M), j > 2, are given by induction.
Remark 2. The coefficients j of the asymptotics are required to satisfy the Elliptic
linear second order PDE (3.23), in contrast to the ODE in the case of pseudoconvex
domain (see [23]).
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Proof of Theorem 4. As in the proof of theorem 3,
n-1
J() = fo(l kf)( + fb)
k=l
n-i
= 1 - Fkr- + Fb,
k=l
in which F = -fofk, 1 < k < n- 1, and
Fb = fo - 1 +
n-1
fbfo(l + E -kfk)
k=l
E n R(M).
r>O
Let
where b1 fE 1(M) solves L 1(4 1) = F1 . Thus
(Aw- )(ul) = Fla-
Want to show
U -U 1 E .2(M)-
Let hi = uL1 - u. By theorem 3 u E 1ZI(M), so h I E 1Z1(M). Observe that by
construction
R2(M) J(eulQ)- J(euQ)
= M (h) - 1
= (1 + A/w,,h + Gu(h2) + .--- + GU(h))e-hi -1,
where
(n) -i A (ddChl)i
WnOu
Hence,
(,w, - 1)hl E 7Z2 (M).
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(3.24)
G Ri (), i = 2,..., n.
Therefore, it follows from Theorem 2 that hi E I7 2 (M). This proves (3.24).
Now assume that by induction we have
N-1
UN-1 = E ?i-i
i=l
such that
U - UN-1 E RN(M).
J(eUN-1Q) = 1 - FN- N , FN E 1Z(M) (3.26)
Then there exist a ObN E 1Z(M) such that LNON = FN. Let
UN = UN-1 + NO N.
Thus we have
J(eUNQ) = 1 + FN+la-(N+1)
for some FN+1 E 1Z(M). Let hN = UN - u. Then hN E RZN(M). Furthermore,
7ZN+1(M) 3 J(eUNQ)- J(euQ)
= Mu,(hN)- 1
= (1 + wuhN + Gu(hN) + . . + Gn(hN))e - hN - 1,
which implies that
(AWU - 1)hN E RN+1(M),
Hence, hN E 1N+1(M) by Theorem 2. This completes the induction.
O
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(3.25)
Chapter 4
Simple Normal Crossing Case
The whole machinery, especially the weighted Ching-Yau H6lder rings and the asso-
ciated filtrations, the isomorphism theorems, and the extension of hermitian metric
with positive curvature form, are generalized in this chapter to derive the asymptotics
near a divisor with simple normal crossings. Together these results with the iteration
formula, we obtain the asymptotics of Kiihler-Einstein volume form near the complete
intersections of the irreducible components of the divisor. Furthermore, the obtained
asymptotics is canonical in the sense that it is unique up to (negative) infinite weight
once the metrics of the restricted normal bundles are fixed.
4.1 Isomorphism theorems
We first generalize Theorem 1, Theorem 2, and Theorem 4 to the case that D has
simple normal crossing. In this case, let D = D, where the irreducible com-
ponents Di are smooth and intersect transversely. Let si E H0 (M, O[Di]) define Di,
and denote by ai = log si 2. Choose a volume form V on M such that
f s 2(l 2 2 (4.1)
, 39 (log 12)2
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is the initial volume form on M satisfying the properties (i) and (ii) in Chapter 2.
Recall that
w = RicfQ
p p
= WK + 2 E al:l +2 E ;-2 d, A dcu,
i=l1 i=l
where
WK = Ric lsi12 s 
wi -ddCai.
For any subset I= il,..., ik} C {1,...,p}, denote by
-TI i k
~-r = 0-,4', .. ',v-ri V = (il, . , rik) E R+ .
Denote o-r = a-r if I = {1,... ,p}. Note that we implicitly assume ri E ZlI , when
we write IrIl = I E Z+ in the follows.
The weighted Cheng-Yau Holder spaces a- rCka(M) are the Banach spaces defined
as usual. For each 1 E N, Eirjl=l a-rCk,(M) is defined to be the Cheng-Yau H6lder
space with homogeneous weight -l associated to the index set I. Recall that
RIZI(M) = 41Z(M)
= Ea-r',(M), E N.
in which
(iEi2)1/2
iEI
Now we first state and prove the following isomorphism theorem of the simple normal
crossing version.
Theorem 5. Fix an arbitrary r E RP, k > 0, and a E (0, 1). Let
w = w + ddco, E Z(M),
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satisfies w/C1 < w, < C1w, C1 > O. For each F E a-rCk"a(M), let u E Ck+2 (M)
be the unique Cheng-Yau solution of
- (w(, + ddcu)n e_u eF
Wep
1
wp ( wA + ddcu < Cw, C > 0.
Then u E -rCk+2'"(M). Furthermore, for any subset I C 1,... ,p}, if
FE E
|rl|=l,rEZ1'1
1 E N,
then
uE E o
Proof of Theorem 5. First, observe that
p
dr = -_ dai,
i=l O
and
rrddc (,,- ) = E ri ddCai +
·=1 koi
+ rird
ji oioj
ri(ri + 1) di dd j A dcq.ai]
rj A d]
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we define
L,r(v) - r(Au - 1)(c-rv)
= Auv- 2 riol-Hu(ui, v)+ Cu,r v ,
i=1
where Au and Hu are defined by the same form of (3.4) and (3.10) with wt replaced
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01-ri Ck"oi (M),
by ww,t w + tddcu, respectively; and
Cu,r- rAu(a-r) 1,
ri r,(r, + 1)
i=l1
+ z r rj H(oj, a)] - 1.
Similarly, A, a-HlHu(i, .), and CU,r are well defined in each local quasi-coordinate
chart (V,, {vl,...,vn}), r = (r1,...,rp) E (0, 1)P. These follows from the well-
definedness of oi-1dai for i = 1, .. ., p: Without loss of generality, assume that locally
D n = {z . . . Zk = O} and that
Isjl2 = zijl2euj, uj E COO(U), j = 1,. .. , k.
Then for a V, C U,
zi=el-lv-1 i= , k,
zJ = v, j = k + 1, . .. ,n,
for all O < Ivil < R < 1, i = 1,..., k, and 0 < Ivl < 1, j = k + 1,...,n, where
R E (1/2, 1) is a fixed number independent of r. These imply that
dzi i - 1 dvi
z i loglzi 2 v i -1 1- lvil2'
for allO < v il < R < 1, i = 1,..., k. Therefore, we have showed that Lu,r is
uniformly elliptic in each local quasi-coordinate chart and satisfies (3.8).
Next to derive the following estimate
sup cu,, < Kr- 1, (4.2)
M
where
1 P P
KrnC. E r + 2nC2 ri(2r + 1) > o
i=l i=l
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in which
C1C In C
(C- I)
There exists a constant A > 0 such that
-AWK < Wi < AWK.
Also, we can choose the norm I I of s sufficiently small such that
P 2 1
2
Note that for all t E [O, 1],
[t/C + (1 - t)]w/C1 < Wt = wV + tddcu < C1[Ct + (1 - t)]w,
Then it follows from the same estimate in (3.11) that
ri - C
where 2 > is given by (4.3). Moreover, w hav
where C2 > 0Z is given by (.3). Moreover, we have
S
i#j
and hence,
ridaiA
'Ii
rjdaJ 
crj
P r2dOk A dCuk
k=l k
2
isi .ioj 3 oi
It remains to control Zri(ri + 1)aU-2H(ai, ai): Fix an arbitrary i = 1,...,p,
n-l1 A 2 - 2 di A dCcai
it
C1
ti/c + (1 - t)
ncwn- l A 2i- 2doi A di
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(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
Write
wn = (2c- 2dai A dCai) A wn-1
p
+ (K + 2 1wci + 2 2di A doi) n-.
i=l jti
Then
w n - 1 A 2o- 2 di A dcai 1
w" 1+ fbi'
in which
(WK + 2 P wci + 2Z 2 doi A dCai) A Wn -fbi- >0.(2r 2dai A dcoi) A wn- 1
Hence,
p p
Z ri(ri + 1)o 2H(oi, ai) < nC2Z ri(r + 1). (4.6)
i=l i=1
Therefore, (4.2) follows from (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6).
Then, by going through the same process in the proof of Theorem we show that
Lu, : Ck+2a(M) _- Cka(M) is a linear isomorphism. This proves the first part of
the theorem.
For the second part, we write
F = Fr ,, Fri E -rIC'a(M).
[rI=1
Denote by u E Ck+2,c(M) the corresponding Cheng- Yau solution for F. Each ri E Z I
can be viewed as an element in RP+ via the natural embedding I - 1,. . ., p}; hence,
by the argument above we know that
A -1: a-rICk+2 (M) a--rICk'(M)
is a linear isomorphism for each r E Z+I . Then there exists a ur E a-r'Ck+2 a(M)
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(Au- 1)(uri) = Fr,
Hence, by linearity,
(A - 1)(E Ur) = F.
IriI=l
Therefore, it follows from the uniqueness of (A, - 1) in Ck+2,a(M) that
U E Uri.
Iri=l
This proves the second part. O
Theorem 5 also has a similar linear version, which can be stated in the following:
Theorem 6. Let wu - w + ddcu satisfy cw < wu, Cw for some C > 0, where
u E 1Z(M). For each r E RP+, we have the following commutative diagram:
a-rCk+2 ,o(M) W1 . -rCk,o(M)
Il 'k
trk+2.calArX Aou-1 _ tk,a/ r
where AW is the negative Laplacian with respect to the metric w,, and - stands for
the linear isomorphism of the Banach spaces. Consequently, for any I C {1,... ,p},
let r E Z1I, 1 E N, we have
E -riCk+2,(M )
IriI=l
trk+2,a a r
%v' .- Ik.LVA I
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such that
V jrIj = 1.
A'u-1 E -rC k (M)
Irll=l
i
Aau-1
i w I lllM I I · I Sill I
I lI 
RS;
4.2 Canonical initial volume forms and the metric
extension theorem
Based on these two isomorphism theorems, we can derive the asymptotics of the
Kiihler-Einstein metric near each connected component of the nonempty complete
intersection DI, where I E I (I is defined in Section 2.2.) Without loss of generality,
assume that the index set I = {1,..., q}. Let
DI = D{1I,..,q} = Z DI
v
where each Dy is a connected component.
Observe that the following adjunction formula
(KM + [D]) I D = KD, (4.7)
holds for each component D. Then, it follows from the positivity condition (1.2) and
Yau's solution of Calabi conjecture that there exists a unique Kihler-Einstein metric
WK-E, of Ricci curvature -1 on Dv, when I = q < n. In the case q = n, each DI
is just a point in M; we set WK-E,, = 1.
Let
X = {h,, i E zI = {1,- *, q}},
where each h,i is an arbitrary given metric on the restriction of the normal bundle
NDi ,DI = [Di]ID,. Since Dj n DI = 0 for j I, we have
U ai2) E C(DI).
In order to derive an asymptotics near DI with certain canonicity, we introduce the
family, MI,.I, of initial volume forms
V
L_ IsI 2(log IS,12 )2
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satisfy the following constraints:
1. For each connected component D',
____ y__ J |2q4n! det(gi3,,), if 1 < I < n;
ILEI hifijIsjI 2 ao- D 2nn!, if III =n.
2. Each hilD, = hi,i , for any i E I = {1,..., q,
where locally D' is given by {z ... zq = 0}, and denote
V=7 ydII A d ,
j=
q+l<i,jn
and hi is the metric on [Di], i.e., Isi12 = hilzil2 , i = 1,.. ., q.
MI the family of initial volume forms satisfies the condition (1)
constructing such a family, we make the following remark:
Also, we denote by
only. Before actually
Remark 3. The initial volume form together with the condition (1) only enable us
to obtain an asymptotics whose coefficients are all given by the solutions of certain
second order linear elliptic PDE (see the proof of Theorem 8), similar to Theorem 4.
The additional condition (2), however, will assure that the obtained asymptotics, with
respect to RG(M), is canonical in the sense of the following two propositions:
Proposition 4.1. Let Q, Q' E M,,,, and w = Ric (), w' = Ric ('). Let u and u'
be the Cheng-Yau solution of
1
< w + ddcu < Cw,C
M(') J(Q')1w' < cu < C'w', C
respectively. Then u - u' E IZ,oo(M).
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M,(u)= J(Q)-1 C > 0;
Proof of Proposition 4.1. By definition we have
J(euQ) = 1 = J(eu'/)
By the uniqueness of Kdhler-Einstein volume form on M,
eUlQ = eu'2 = QK-E,M
Observe that
Q/ q (loglsil12 2
i=1 log si'2
where
V i=1i j=q+1g Sl)
Also, G is smooth near each DI; furthermore, by condition (1) we have
GID, = 1
for each v. Hence, G E 1 + T1j,oo(M). On the other hand,
log si,2 = a = al + log,3i = al(1 + aU'- log3i),
where pi = jsil2/sii' 2 = h/lh E C°°(M).
7Z?,oo(M). Therefore,
0
Since ilD, = 1, we have a'-ogfli E
u - u' = log E 7,oo(M).
Our asymptotics will be derived by the following linear operator L associated
with w:
q
Lr(v) - Av - 2 E ri l H(a, v) + CrV = -fr,
i=1
(4.8)
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where A, is the negative Laplacian with respect to w, and
nw" - l A dw A dcv
ri(ri + 1) H(ai, oi)
2
+Z rr H(oj, oi)
.L
J II ]
- 1.
Proposition 4.2. Let , Q' E MI,i,, and w = Ric (), w' = Ric ('). Consider the
the following two equations:
Lrv = f,
L'v' = f',
where v, v' E 1(M). If f- f' E 1Z,,,(M), then v - v' E 1TI,c(M).
To prove this proposition, we first observe the following isomorphic property of
the operator Lr:
Lemma 4.1. Let v E Ck+2'a(M) satisfy Lr(v) = f. If
f E ck,a(M), m E N,
then
v E Trmck+2'"(M).
Consequently, if f E 1ZI,~(M), then v E RT,,(M).
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Recall that
r = ( 2) 1/2
iEI
E E oIR(M).
iEI
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H(v, w) =
Cr = E [ri A i)
i=1 i
= E()i
iEI
Then
T7MC1,(M) = Z a-rC1,3(M),
IrIl=m
Let f = ilrl=m -rIfr, frI E Ck,'(M). Then
( -, 1)(va-r) =  ---rf
jrIl=m
On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 6 that for each r, there exists a Vr E
Ck+2a(M) such that
(, - 1 )(Vr rI-r) = fri,-rl -r.
Thus, by the uniqueness of A, - 1, we have
V= E '-rl Vr E T 7Ck 2 a (M).
rIIl=m
Next, we derive the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Let Q, Q' E MjI,'H, and Lr and L' be the corresponding linear operators
with respect to Q and Q' respectively. Then
(Lr - L'r)(v) E RI,o(M), Vv E R(M).
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We want to show that
(AU - ,w)v E R,(M),
'-
1 H(i, v) - o-1H(ai, v) E RI,oo(M),
Cr - C E RI,O ,(M) -
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Vv E R(M);
Vv E R(M);
--1·-·1111 1__1 _
V 1 G Z+' C , 1).
It suffices to check the following:
dRT(M) c Rl+ (M)
k _ Wdk E ,Rwkk (M),
--dOi - a'l- i E Ioo (M).
Vl, m > 0,
Vk> 1,
RT1(M) T, l"m(M) = : -,R mj (M)
For po E Rim (M), we have
'd(-r') = dp + ri- A S E Rm+l(M).
iEI
This proves (4.9). Similarly, we have
dCZR (M) c 1Z+ (M).
Next, it follows from (4.9), (4.12), and the proof of Proposition 4.1 that
- w' = ddC log E RZi,1 (M).
Since w E R 1l'(M), we get
k
ak _ck E -ci A( .(M))k-i
i=l
C Rkk (M)
,o(M).
Finally, as in the proof of Proposition 4.1,
c'i
ITE 1 + ,oo(M);
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Recall that
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
therefore, by (4.9),
This completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. By the assumption and Lemma 4.2 we have
Lr(v - v') = (f - f') - (Lr - L4)v' E RZ,,.(M).
Hence, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that v - v' E ZI,o(M).
0
0
Now we construct a family Mi, with certain canonicity on the 7HI: Fix a KAhler
metric wM on M. Write
A d23)
(n /-l dz -(Li '--M = Y:n rl -z~~ 'ji
where i : Di --, M is the inclusion. Then it follows from the usual adjunction formula
that M induces a metric hDi on the normal bundle ND = [Di]Di:
hDi = 5Di i = 1,..., q.
Yi
Now set
h,i = ihDi D, i = 1,...,q.
where each Ei is a small constant. Let
This = {hthat iin terms I to a constant. Extend each h,
This implies that 1I is canonical in terms of w- up to a constant. Extend each h1 ,
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-1dai - a 1 du = dlog " Za.(M ai i 01i, 
n =5ri dzi
j=1
to a metric on [Di] - M, which is denoted by hi. Note that
[ddc log h ] = cl(K + [D]).
We claim that there exists a function hp
We claim that there exists a function p E C(M) such that
ep 2
1i?=l hi rF1jq+1 lj 22 D 2qn! det(gi,v>) ,2nn!,
if 1 < q < n;
if q = n.
dd log hi > 0, on M.
Indeed, (4.13) and (1.2) imply that there exists a E Co(M) such that
eP~ddclog > 0.
hi . hp
Notice that
log( II o 2) C'(DI).
jqI
If q < n, then by (4.7) there exists a WI,, E CO(D') such that
ddC log - |
hl ... hp Dv
+ dd log ( 2)
I~
+ ddcWIl,v = WK-E, v.
then, by adding a constant to pWI, we get
eI, v = 2qn! det(gij,v).
As for q = n, each D' is a point in M. let WpI, be the constant such that
ePh
n11?hi 1=jq+lj 22 . e,v = 2qn!.
Let X e COO(R) be the cut-off function such that X = 1 on (-oo, 1] and X = 0 on
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(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
ep~
H? lhi rj + 1 1 Sj 12 
[2, +oo). Denote by
= log [exp (X(E si|/6)I) + C( , isi ) 3]
where o E C°°(Di) is defined by p! = PI,, on each Dv, > 0 is a small number,
and C = C(S) > 1 is a sufficient large number. It follows from direct calculations, or
the following general theorem on metric extension, that
satisfies both (4.14) and (4.15). Therefore, let V = ePwM, and Q be the volume form
given by (4.1); then Q E MI,XI by the above construction.
As mentioned above, we can finish the construction of MI,HI, by direct calculations
without using the following theorem. However, since the theorem on metric extensions
may have interests of its own, we include it here.
Theorem 7. Let X be an n-dimensional compact complex manifold, and L an ample
line bundle over X. Let E C X be a subvariety of complete intersection, i.e.,
k
E= Di, 1 < k < n
i=l
where Di C X are smooth irreducible hypersurfaces that meet transversally at each
point of intersection. Let hE be a smooth metric on LIE with positive curvature form
on E. Then hE can be extended to a smooth metric h on L with positive curvature
form on X.
A similar result, which works for codimension 1, i.e., E = D1 as above, was
obtained by Schumacher (see Theorem 4 in [31]). His extended metric, however, is
not globally smooth, since it contains a term as e12/m, where e is the holomorphic
section defining the divisor E (see [31, p.634].). Our theorem has generalized it to
any higher codimension, and our proof below will be simpler. We need the following
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two lemmas, in which Lemma 4.3 was learned from [31].
Lemma 4.3. Let H1 and H2 be two metrics on a line bundle over a complex manifold.
Let
H= 1 + H HiH2
Denoted by ej and e the curvature form of Hj and H, respectively. Then
H HEe >- 1+- 2H H2
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Let
.'(f) = fddc log f,
for any positive function f. Then one verifies immediately that for any two positive
functions f and g the following holds:
F(f + g) - .F(f) - F(g) = (f + g) d A dcf 0
We finish the proof by setting f = 1/H1 and g = 1/H2. [1
Lemma 4.4. Assume that there exists an open neighborhood U of E and a smooth
metric hu on LIu such that hUIE = hE, and the curvature form of hu is positive on
U. Then the metric hE can be extended to a metric h on L with positive curvature
form on X.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Since L is ample, by definition there exists a metric hp on L
with positive curvature form on X. On the other hand, extend hu (with some shrink-
ing of U, if necessary) to a smooth metric hi of L over X , without any curvature
assumptions on X \ U. Let
k
h hi hp ( 1
where C > 0 is a constant and each si E H°(X, O([D])) defines Di. We claim that h
is the desired extension metric.
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Let U' C U be a relatively compact open neighborhood of E. On X \ U', applying
Lemma 4.3, we can choose C = C(U') > 0 sufficiently large such that the curvature
form of h is positive on X \ U'. On U \ E, by the assumption of hu, applying Lemma
4.3 again we know that the curvature form of h is positive on U \ E. Finally, by direct
calculation we have that the curvature forms of h and hl coincides at every point of
the subvariety E. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 7. By Lemma 4.4 it suffices to extend he to a metric whose
curvature form is positive on a neighborhood of E. It follows from positivity of L that
there exists a metric hp with positive curvature form ep on X. Note that [plE] =
cl(LIE). Hence, there is a OE E C°(E) such that
ewE 1
hplE hE
Let
O = x(E lSils/6)VE,
i=l
where X E COO(R) is a cut-off function with value 1 on (-oo, 1) and value 0 on
(2, +oo), and 6 > 0 is a small constant. Now let
1 eP
hi hp'
Then hi is a smooth metric of L whose curvature form is positive on {i¶1 Isil2 < 6}.
Hence, by Lemma 4.4 the metric
his he desired extension metric on X.
is the desired extension metric on X.
[]
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4.3 Higher canonical asymptotics of Kaihler-Einstein
metrics
Finally, we will state and prove the asymptotics theorem in the case of complement
of a simple normal crossing divisor.
Theorem 8. Suppose I = l{1,...,q} E Z. Let E MI. Then the Cheng-Yau
solution u of
M,(u)= J()-1,
1
-w < w < Cw,C-
(4.16)
C > 0, (4.17)
is in 1Zi (M). More precisely, u E 1TI,1 (M); furthermore, there is a multiple sequence
{)r}re(Z xo ) C JZ(M) such that for any N E N,
N
U- > Ora T- E R.,N+1(M). (4.18)
Moreover, assume Q E M I,7H, for a given 7HI; if we start from another Q' E MI,7,
and get
N
U - E OI(' E RI,N+1(M),
Irl=l1
VN E N
then
u' - u E IZI,(M);
' - ¢ E ZI,, (M),
(4.19)
V'r E Z x 0. (4.20)
Consequently, the Kdhler-Einstein volume form K-E = eQ on M has the fol-
lowing canonical asymptotic expansion near the smooth subvariety DI:
00O ,
Ir=l
QK-E (1
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(4.21)
where q5,r E 1Z(M) for each r E (Zq x 0). The asymptotics is canonical in the the
following sense: If (4.21) is derived in terms of another £Q' e MI,H, and coefficients
{(r}rEZ xo. Then
('r - r RI,oo(M), r E Zq x 0.
Proof of Theorem 8. For simplicity, we identify the index set Zq x 0 with Zq ;
namely, in the following proof, r = r, = (rl, ... ,rq) E Z+ and a - r = a-Tr =
a- r . . aq r Write
Wn
J(R) =
n-q
= fo(1 + E r'fr)(l + fb),
Irl=l
where
2qn! wKIq A Ilq1 Isi12 dai A dCac
(n-q)! V
Zq (n)(WK,. + Eilw 2a'ci)na'-ij A (, 12a2 dai A dcai)i
Afb = q! (n)(WK,I + i' 2oi-lw,)n - q d A dca
1ri!21r" lr)w"Iq-rl A f w~ i A rH 1 2a 2 'dai A d~a,
r ! r! (Q)w7KI A -qjl 2a- 2dai A dcai
in which 1 I <rl < n-q, and
WK,IPIC = 2 (l- r = WK -- 2dd log ( aj).
By definition we know that fr E C°°(M) C 7Z(M), fb E 71,oo(M), fb > 0 on M, and
that fo E 7(M), is smooth near DI, and fo > 0 on M. Since Q E MI, by condition
(1) we have
folD, = 1.
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Hence, fo - 1 E RTi,oo (M). Moreover,
S a-'fr E ZRI,k(M),
Irl=k
k> 1.
These imply that
log J(Q) E RI, 1(M).
Then, applying Theorem 5 yields that the Cheng-Yau solution
U E 7I, 1 (M).
Next to derive (4.18): For each r E Z+ and Irl = 1, let Pr E 7Z(M) be the unique
solution of
q
Lr(4r) a~¢ -2 ry< rH(ai, 2r) + Crr =-fr
i=1
Denote by
ul = E r-r
Irl=1
Then we have
(, - 1)(ul) =- fr-
IrI=1
Also,
J(e"l) = M,(ui)J(Q)
= (1 + A/,ul + G2(ul) + ... + Gn(ul))e- u1J(Q)
E 1 + E1 Tr(M) C 1 + , 2(M),
Irl=2
in which
Gi(v) _ (i) A (ddCv)
W
Vv E R(M), i > 2.
By the same argument in the proof of Theorem 4, and applying Theorem 6, we have
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(4.22)
that
U - Z ?Pr-U E 1Z,2(M)
Ir=l1
Then, similar to the proof of Theorem 4, by induction and Theorem 6, we prove that
there exists a sequence {2Pr}rEZq such that for each N E N,
J (exp fO2r-)·Q* -1
N
U - E Vfl-r
Irl=1
Therefore, this completes the proof of (4.
As for the canonicity, (4.19) follows
(4.20): In fact, by construction
fr- fr E Rl,oo(M),
E E JRr(M) C RI,N+1(M),
Irl=N+l
E RI,N+1(M)-
18).
from Proposition 4.1. It remains to prove
V1 < Irl <n-q. (4.23)
Furthermore, it follows from (4.9) and (4.10), in the proof of Lemma 4.2, that
G'(v') - Gi(v) E Z1i,oo(M), bv' - v E RI,,(M), (4.24)
where Gi(M) is given by (4.22) with w' replaced by w. Then (4.20) follows immediately
from (4.23), Proposition 4.2, (4.24), and induction.
0
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